
S L E E P  N E E D S

CIRCADIAN RHYTHM

SLEEP BATTERY

Your little one has a sleep battery that needs charging
throughout the day. Too much and it may be too charged for

bedtime (no sleep pressure!).  Too little and it's running on
empty (cue overtiredness). Introducing naps!

TOP TIPS

A

A circadian rhythm is the 24-hour cycle our bodies go
through.  Controlled by our body clock, it helps to
regulate our sleep/wake cycle.  

Just think how awful jet lag feels? That's because our
circadian rhythm gets thrown out of sorts!

You might need to review your little one's sleep
needs if they are fighting bedtime, fighting naps or
waking up upset, rising early (although some just
LOVE the morning) or up all night wanting to party.
Remember, there is only so much a person can
sleep in 24 hours! This goes for your little one too. 

Have a look at the number of naps for your little
one's age group and spread across the day.  The
first wake window can often be the shortest.

Signs that day sleep may need to be reviewed is
if your little one is fighting naps, waking up upset
or fighting bedtime.

If your little one appears to be getting all the sleep they need, you are following
their sleepy cues, but they are still distressed around naps and bedtime,

something else may be going on.  Visit our website and access our Sleep Circle
guide for more information.

A child's sleep needs will continue to change as they grow.  This is very true of the first
two years in particular.  Paying attention to your little one's sleep needs alongside the
general trends will help you to understand what might be suitable for them right now. 

Age No of naps Daytime
sleep hrs

Nighttime 
sleep hrs

Total sleep
across 24 hours

0-3 months

3-6 months

6-9 months

9-16 months

16-24 months

2-3 years

Day and night 
sleep equal

2-3

2

1

0-1
(2.5 may drop nap)

Changeable Changeable 14-17

13-15

12-14

9-10

10-11

4-5

2-3 10-11 11-14

2-3 10-11 11-14

Up to 2 10-12 10-13

3-5

3-4

Find out more 

Wake 
Windows

This table shows the average trends for infant sleep by age.  It is very normal for your little one to drop
naps sooner, need more/less sleep, but this can be helpful to use as a starting point when reviewing

sleep needs. 

30-75 mins

1.25 - 2.5 hrs

2 - 3.5 hrs

3 - 6 hrs

5 - 7 hrs

5- 12 hrs

Did you know?

Newborns are not born with an established circadian rhythm.  
It's why people tend to say they have their days and nights
mixed up (they don't!)  It develops at around 3 months at
which point sleep becomes more nocturnal.  

What can I do?

Try exposing your little one to lots of daylight during the day
Have a similar wake-up and bedtime each day 
As your little one gets older, you can begin to have a flexible
rhythm to the day (naps and meal times).

The circadian rhythm is influenced by many factors including
eating habits, temperature, hormones, and light exposure. 

SLEEP BY AGE

24 HR SLEEP

Did you know?

How long it takes your little one to fall to sleep can be a helpful
indicator of whether their sleep pattern needs adjusting. 10-20
mins is a good sleep onset time. Under 5 mins they may be
overtired, if over 25 mins, something else might be going on. 
 But don't try to fix what doesn't seem broken!

What can I do?

If your little one is on the higher end of the sleep needs table,
try cutting down their day sleep, or consider if they are simply
ready to drop a nap?

If they are on the lower end (don't count wake up's less than 15
mins), try extending naps or bringing bedtime forward. Or
consider if you have dropped a nap too soon?

Naps

Did you know?

All naps are good naps - length and location. It is also
perfectly normal for your little one to do a cat nap - even
though they are annoying for us! some babies don't start
doing longer naps until at least 6 months. They will get there!

What can I do?

If your little one is fighting naps, try pushing them forwards or
backwards by 15 minutes to see if that helps. If your little one
is waking up upset, try extending the nap by offering comfort.   

If you have been trying for a nap for 15 mins and it's not
happening, re-set and try again later - naps shouldn't be a
battle!

Find out more 

https://www.facebook.com/Rosaby-285135879974928
https://www.instagram.com/rosaby_sleep/
https://www.facebook.com/Rosaby-285135879974928
https://www.instagram.com/rosaby_sleep/
https://www.rosaby.net/

